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Common Core English Grammar & Mechanics 7

Sample Lesson #3
L.7.1

1. Predicate adjectives (like predicate nominatives) come after a linking verb.
A predicate adjective renames the subject by describing it.

		Example: This sundae is enormous!
					

subject

predicate adjective

		
Identify the sentence parts.
			My grandparents are cool, so I spend lots of time with them.
			

A.		

B.

C.

D.

E.

F.

		

conjunction 			

verb 		

subject

		

prepositional phrase		

direct object

predicate adjective

L.7.4d

2. Use context clues to decide which word does not mean the same as the underlined
word.

The little hamlet was set in a vast green valley and populated by farmers and sheep
herders.
				
A) village
B) rural community
C) character
D) settlement
L.7.1a

3. Underline the dependent clause; double underline the relative pronoun.

					
L.7.1

I wear a watch that belonged to my grandmother.

4. Match each word with its definition.   

		

verb 			

A) an action verb that has a direct object

		

transitive 		

B) an action verb that does not have a direct object

		

intransitive 		

C) helping verb

		

auxiliary 		

D) the simple predicate

		

forms of be 		

E) most common linking verbs

L.7.1a

5. Use commas to set off an appositive.

		
Example: Rico, Carla’s elder brother, will have the lead role in our play.
Combine the two sentences by using an appositive.

		

Gina studied at the Yale University Summer Institute. Gina is an excellent actor.
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6. Which word has the most negative connotation?

			cheap

L.7.5b

frugal

penny-wise

7. Choose word that best completes the analogy.

				
				

L.7.2

thrifty		

assemble : disperse :: loud :
noisy

quiet

crowd

collect

8. Insert a semicolon, three commas, and an end mark.
On the way to the game we saw Phil he was selling peanuts
popcorn and pumpkin seeds

L.7.1

9. Complete the sentence by writing the past perfect form of the verb gather.

		
Mr. Jennings 					 all of the used napkins before we
cleared the tables.

L.7.1

10. Fill in the missing tenses to complete the verb chart below. Assume the subject is I.

Past
Basic
Perfect

Future

dance
had danced

Progressive
Perfect Progressive

Present

will be dancing
had been dancing

Emphatic
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